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ABSTRACT 

In the study of space-variant regularization for image 
restoration, little effort has been devoted to the search 
of optimal local regularization weights. In this paper, 
we address how to derive the optimal local regular- 
ization weights in the context of iterative image res- 
toration. The optimal relationship between the two 
weight matrices for local regularization is derived, and, 
based on that relationship, a proper choice of the weight 
matrices is then presented. The results we derived 
provide a mathematical backup of the viability of some 
heuristic solutions suggested in the literature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image restoration refers to the problem of estimating 
the original image from its degraded observation. In 
many practical situations, image degradation process 
can be generally formulated by the following matrix- 
vector equation 

where x and 5 are the lexicographically ordered original 
and degraded images, n is white Gaussian noise uncor- 
related with x, and matrix D represents the degrada- 
tion operator. It is well-known that image restoration 
is an ill-posed inverse problem owing to the presence 
of noise in the observed image. Hence, the original im- 
age cannot be restored satisfactorily by applying direct 
inverse operator to the observed image. Regulariza- 
tion is a well-established approach to compensate the 
ill-posedness of the restoration problem [l]. Regular- 
ized image restoration is usually formulated as finding 
an solution x which minimizes the functional [a]  

118 - Wl& + allCq;, (2) 
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where the norms are defined as l]Cill: = (Ci )TS(Ck)  
and Ilij - 0211% = (5-D?)TR(G-Df). In above ex- 
pressions, matrix C is the regularization operator and 
a ,  R and S are used to control over the amount of 
regularization. The scalar a is applied to regulate the 
solution globally and is usually termed as regulariza- 
tion parameter. On the other hand, diagonal matrices 
R and S are used to weight the relative amount of reg- 
ularization at each point of the solution. In such a case, 
regularization is space-variant and adaptivity can be in- 
troduced by adapting regularization to the local image 
properties [3]. It has been shown that space-variant 
(adaptive) regularization can achieve a better perform- 
ance in restoration than space-invariant regularization 
does since i t  can reduce the restoration artifacts more 
effectively [3-41. 

The regularized solution that minimizes (2) with re- 
spect to x can be written explicitly as 

P = ( D ~ R D  + acTsc) - P R ~  ( 3 )  

However, direct computation of the above solution is 
impractical as it involves an inversion of a huge matrix. 
Therefore, the solution is usually obtained by successive 
approximation using iteration [2] 

where p is the relaxation parameter of the iteration. 
The above equation is the general formulation of iter- 
ative adaptive regularized image restoration algorithm. 
The realization of this iterative algorithm necessitates 
the choices of the regularization operator C ,  the regular- 
ization parameter a ,  and the weight matrices R and S. 
The determination of the global regularization weights, 
C and a ,  have been studied by a number of researchers 
[5-81. Specifically, it has been found that the Discrete 
Laplacian operator is an adequate approximation of the 
optimal regularization operator [5-61. Various methods 
have been proposed to choose the regularization para- 
meter and different techniques were applied to estimate 
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the optimal regularization parameter [6-81. While the 
proper choice of the global regularization weights has 
been addressed adequately in the literature, few stud- 
ies have been undertaken for searching the optimal local 
regularization weights in R and S.  

In this paper, we address how to derive the optimal 
weight matrices R and S. Their optimal relationship is 
derived directly from the optimal solution in iterative 
image restoration. Based on their optimal relationship, 
we then present a proper choice of weight matrices. 
The derived solution provides a mathematical backup 
of the viability of the heuristic solution suggested in 
the literature [3-41. Experimental results are provided 
for comparative studies and they justify our proposed 
solution. 

2. OPTIMAL LOCAL REGULARIZATION 
WEIGHTS 

By substituting (1) into (4) , the iterative restoration 
algorithm becomes 

k k + l  = 2 k  + p[DTR(y+n-Dkk)  - QCTSCi?k] (5) 

Rewriting (5) yields 

g k + l  = { g k  + PDT(y - D g k ) }  + P d k  (6) 

where 

4 k  = DT(R - I ) D ( x - ? k )  + DTRn - (rcTscik (7) 

By direct enumeration of (6), it is found that 

x k  = ( I  - ,8DTD)'X0 + [ I  - ( I  - PDTD)']12 
k - 1  

+pC(r - poTo)"-l-"di (8) 
i=O 

provided that the matrix DTD is invertible. The error 
in g k  can then be expressed by 

T k  e k  = g k  - 3: = ( I  - p D  D )  (20 - X) 
k - 1  

+p E(' - pD%)"-l-iq5i (9) 
i=O 

In other words, the restoration error is bounded by 

llekll 5 II(l-pDTD)k(XO -.)I/ 

= & ( s o )  + &(a, C, S ,  R) (10) 

It is observed that the error bound consists of two 
contributions. First, E l ( z 0 )  is attributed to the initial 

estimate 2 0 .  Second, E2 (cy,  C,  S, R)  denot>es the error 
due to q& for i = 0 , .  . . , k - 1. Due to the property that 

El(20) 5 111 - PDTDllkdlzo - $ 1 1  (11) 

we can see that , to minimize E1 (zo), an initial estimate 
which is as close to 2 as possible is required. However, 
if /? is chosen in a way that 111 - PDTDll < 1, then 

Therefore, when the number of iteration is sufficiently 
large, the choice of initial estimate is insignificant in 
reducing the restoration error. 

It is somewhat complicated to minimize E2 as it 
involves a sequence of di. To disentangle the complic- 
ation, the relation between ek and eh-1  is derived as 

e k  = (1 - bDTD)ek-l + pdk-1 (13) 

It is seen that the error in x k  is due to the error in 2 k - l  
as well as & - I .  Therefore, a solution that minimizes 
the restoration error can be obtained by minimizing 
l ldkll  at each iteration. 

The reg- 
ularization operator C should be chosen to describe 
some known properties of the original image, and it 
has been found that the Discrete Laplacian operator is 
an adequate approximation of the optimal regulariza- 
tion operator [5]. The regularization parameter Q is 
used to trade the fidelity to the original image with the 
smoothness of the restored image and has to be pre- 
determined. Therefore, both Q and C can be treated 
as fixed factors in & .  Then the problem of interest is 
to look for an optimal pair of R and S that minimize 
ll(bkll. In formulation, we have to find a pair of matrices 
R and S that minimize the functional 

M ( R ,  S )  = 

In d k ,  there involves cy, c, R and S.  

IIDTRID(X-Pk)+n] -aCTSCPk -DTD(g-?k) 11' 
(14) 

The minimization of M ( R ,  S) with respect to R and S 
lead to, respectively, 

[D( z - ? k ) ] j  + [a( DT)-' cTsCgklj  
r,i = (15) 

[ D ( x - g k ) ] j  + [n]j 

and 

(16) 
where rj and s j  are the j-th diagonal elements of R 
and S respectively, and [v]j denotes the j-th element of 
vector U. 
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL 
WEIGHT MATRICES 

In previous section, we have derived the optimal rela- 
tionship between the two weight matrices. In practical 
situation of interests, it is impossible to determine an 
optimal pair of R and S since both a: and n is unknown. 
However, Eqns. (15) and (16) suggest a practical ap- 
proach to estimate one matrix when another is given so 
that such pair of matrices can achieve a restoration per- 
formance close to the optimal. In this section, we will 
present the determination of a particular pair of R and 
S .  By setting R to be the identity matrix, we estimate 
the optimal S based on their relationship. This case is 
of particular interest since R = I is the typical solution 
appeared in the literature [3-4,6]. 

By substituting R = I into the optimal relationship 
shown in (16), we have 

sj [ a c q  = [(C-1)TUTnlj (17) 

In the first place, we need to work out the correlation 
between [aCzk]j and [(C-')TDTn]j in order to obtain 
a good estimate of sj. It is well-known that the restor- 
ation error consists of two independent contributions, 
namely regularization error and noise magnification er- 
ror [3].  The first error is due to the use of regulariz- 
ation in restoration and its effect is related strongly to 
the local structures of the image a: [ 3 ] .  On the other 
hand, the noise magnification error results from the ad- 
ditive noise n. In view of this, the restored image x k  

can be decomposed into two uncorrelated components, 
(zk t e,) and e,, where e,. and e, denotes respectively 
the regularization error and the noise magnification er- 
ror, and a:k = a: + (I-,8DTD)k((zo-a:), which is the 
ideal restored image after k iterations. Furthermore, in - 
[aC$k]j, only the component [aCe,]j correlates with 
[ (C, - l )T~Tn] . i .  

The optimal estimate of sj is obtained by minimiz- 
ing the function 

J S  = E { ( S j [ a C ? k ] j  - [(C-1)TDTn]j)2} (18) 

The minimization of JS with respect to sj is straight- 
forward and leads to the equation 

(19) 
j.. - E { [ a C ( X k  +e,. + e n ) ] j  [(C-l)TDTn]j} 

3 -  E { [aC(zk+e,+e,)];} 

By utilizing the knowledge that [aC(zk + e,)]j is un- 
correlated with both [aCe,]j and [(C-l)TDTn]j,  and 
the property that E[(C-l)TDTn]j = E[aCe,]j = 0, we 
then have 

Since C is in general a high-pass filter and e, is the 
magnified noise originated from n,  the term ace, can 
be regarded as H n ,  where H is a high-pass operator. 
In that case, we can make the approximation that [Hn]j 
is a scaled version of nj ,  i.e. [aCe,],j = [Hn]j=K~nj ,  
where Ii'l is a constant. By utilizing the above approx- 
imation, we have 

E { [aCe,]j[(C-l)TDTn]j} = E { K 1 n j x  f j ini)  
z 

= K 1 x f j i B { n j n i }  = ~ l f j j ~ { n j 2 } = ~ 1 f j j o ;  (21) 
i 

and 
E {[ace,];} =E { ( K l n j ) 2 }  =Ii;a; ( 2 2 )  

where U; denotes the noise variance and fji  denotes the 
i-th entry of matrix (C-l)TDT at the j-th row. By us- 
ing the approximation that E{ [aC(zk+e,)]~}=Kz [a&, 
where [ 4 ] j  denotes the local spatial variance of x at the 
j-th location and K a  is a constant, we have 

(23) 

where a 7- lillfjj and b = K * / ( K l f j j ) .  Note that 
f j j  is the diagonal entries of matrix (C-')TDT and is 
constant over j as both C and D are Toeplitz. 

4. DISCUSSION AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

Lagendijk et al. [3] observed qualitatively that, in or- 
der to reduce restoration artifacts, the weights in R 
and S should be based on the local frequency content 
of the original image. In their experimental studies, R 
was chosen to be the identity matrix and S were com- 
puted as sj = 1/{1 + p~max(0 ,  [U& - a i ) } ,  where og 
is the local variance of the observed image and p is 
a tuning parameter. On the other hand, Katsaggelos 
et al. [4] proposed a different formulation of adaptive 
regularized restoration algorithm, which is based on a 
set theoretic approach and incorporate the properties of 
the human visual system. Their solution suggests im- 
plicitly that R is the identity matrix and S is defined as 
sj = l / ( l + S [ ~ ~ ] j ) ~ ,  where B is a tuning parameter. Re- 
cently, Reeves [6] adopted a Wiener filter interpretation 
of the space-variant regularization problem to elucidate 
the proper choice of the weight matrices. According to 
that interpretation, R is chosen to be the identity mat- 
rix (when the noise is white and identically distributed) 
and s j  is proportional to the reciprocal of the local vari- 
ance of the original image. 

We can see that the solution we derived, as shown in 
(23), maintains the heuristic appeals made in Refs. [3] 
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Table 1: SNR Improvement for the Image Blurred by a Horizontal Motion, and with White Gaussian Noise of Various SNRs. 

SNRa 
(dB) 

15 

SNR Improvementb (dB) 
Matrices proposed in [3]“ I Matrices proposed in [4Id 1 Matrices we proposed“ QI 

0.6 3.09 3.05 3.16 
3.63 
4.32 
4.89 

3.60 
4.29 
4.89 

3.69 
4.46 
4.90 

aSNR is defined as 10 log(b1urred image variance/noise variance). 

‘Accordingly, R = I and s3 = l/{l + Bmax(0, [g; lJ  - a i ) } ,  with 0 = 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.5 for the four various SNRs. 
dAccordingly, R = I and s3 = 1/(1 + B [ c & ) ~ ,  with 0 = 0.001,0.001,0.05 and 0.1 for the four various SNRs. 
e R  = I and the entries in S are given in (23) with a and b set to be 1. 

Improvement is defined as lOlog(((5 - ~ ( ( ~ / ( ( ? k  - . ( I 2 ) .  

and [4]. While the tuning parameters in their solutions 
are experimentally determined, ours is clearly related 
to the noise variance. Our solution is also consistent 
with that provided in Ref. [6]. Above all, our pro- 
posed weight matrices are derived from a quantitative 
analysis of the optimal solution in iterative image res- 
toration. 

Experiments had been carried out to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed weight matrices in the 
adaptive iterative restoration. The well-known image 
‘Lenna’ of size 256 x 256 was applied. The degraded im- 
ages were obtained by artificially blurring the original 
with a horizontal motion blur over 9 pixels and adding 
white Gaussian noise at 15, 20, 25 and 30 dB SNR. The 
noisy blurred images were then restored by the iterative 
algorithm with the proposed weight matrices. For com- 
parative studies, the weight matrices suggested in Refs 
[3] and [4] were also evaluated. In all experiments, the 
discrete Laplacian is used as C and ,B was equal to 1. 
The local variance of the original image was estimated 
at each iteration based on the available restored image. 
The criterion Il?,++l - Pk112/112k112L10-6 was used in 
our experiments to terminate the iteration. The restor- 
ation results obtained are reported in Table 1. From the 
experimental results, it is shown that better restoration 
results, in terms of the SNR improvement, were ob- 
tained with the proposed weight matrices. That shows 
the superiority of our proposed solution. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the study of adaptive regularized image restoration, 
little effort has been made to analyze and search the op- 
timal local regularization weightings. In this paper, we 
have facilitated a search of optimal local regularization 
through a quantitative analysis of the optimal solution 
in the context of iterative image restoration. An op- 
timal relationship between local regularization weights 
has been derived. It has been shown that the weight 

matrices we derived from their optimal relationship can 
achieve better restoration results than those suggested 
in the literature. 
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